BENSON
Sofa range

THE STORY
Available in eight neutral colours, the clean and
contemporary Benson range offers a great
centerpiece for any family living space.
Upholstered in a tactile linen blend, its deep
seats and feather cushioning create that snug
‘sink-in’ feeling you simply shouldn’t have to
live without.

MATERIALS
Solid timber frame with timber composites.
Foam core seat and back with feather and fibre
blend wrap.
Steel spring suspension for consistent comfort
and long term support.
FABRICS & COLOURS
Available in donkey, natural, fawn and coal Arden
fabric. 20% linen & 80% polyester.
Available in biscuit, charcoal, grey and truffle Jake
fabric. 100% polyester.

Armchair

Chaise LAF

Chaise RAF

w 102 d 96 h 90

w 104 d 170 h 90

w 104 d 170 h 90

2.5 seat modular RAF
w 193 d 94 h 90

2.5 seat modular LAF
w 193 d 94 h 90

2.5 seat sofa

3 seat sofa

w 210 d 96 h 90

w 242 d 96 h 90

*Note: measurements are in centimeters and are approximate only.
Explanation: LAF and RAF: Left Arm Facing and Right Arm Facing; as you stand in front of the sofa the arm will be on either the left or
right side of the modular component. Please refer to website for care instructions: www.freedom.com.au
While we aim to ensure that the information on this tearsheet is correct at the time of printing, it is sometimes neccessary for changes
to be made to product specifications. To avoid dissapointment, we suggest that you obtain confirmation of product specifications and
availability with your Freedom Salesperson before placing your order.

BENSON GRAND
Sofa range

THE STORY
This range offers comfort, comfort and more
comfort, with tactile linen blend upholstery,
fibre- and feather-filled cushions, plus deep and
generous-sized sprung seats and a webbed
back, so it's perfect for taking a load off. The
design gives it a contemporary look, with clean
lines and a solid form making it a great choice as
a grounding centrepiece of your home. If you like
versatility, you can also buy removable,
dry-cleanable covers that let you change up your
space depending on the season, plus the
easy-clean element is just so attractive for
family life.

MATERIALS
Solid timber frame with timber composites.
Foam core seat and back with feather and fibre
blend wrap.
Steel sprung suspension which stay resilient
so that seats remain supportive over time.
FABRICS & COLOURS
Available in donkey, natural, fawn and coal Arden
fabric. 20% linen and 80% polyester.

Armchair

Chaise LAF

Chaise RAF

w 102 d 107 h 90

w 104 d 170 h 90

w 104 d 170 h 90

2.5 seat modular RAF
w 193 d 107 h 90

2.5 seat sofa
w 210 d 107 h 90

2.5 seat modular LAF
w 193 d 107 h 90

3 seat sofa
w 242 d 107 h 90

*Note: measurements are in centimeters and are approximate only.
Explanation: LAF and RAF: Left Arm Facing and Right Arm Facing; as you stand in front of the sofa the arm will be on either the left or
right side of the modular component. Please refer to website for care instructions: www.freedom.com.au
While we aim to ensure that the information on this tearsheet is correct at the time of printing, it is sometimes neccessary for changes
to be made to product specifications. To avoid dissapointment, we suggest that you obtain confirmation of product specifications and
availability with your Freedom Salesperson before placing your order.

